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Nutrition science has been much criticised. Two concerns stand
out. The first is that it relies too much on observational studies
susceptible to confounding and errors in self reported dietary
assessments and on small short term interventions with
questionable relevance to the real world. The second is that the
conclusions are ever changing: a given nutrient or food is said
to be harmful one moment, then healthy, then harmful again.
Is nutrition science methodologically inferior to other fields?
Is nutrition knowledge insufficiently stable to be useful? Is it
even causing harm? To examine these questions, we consider
the evolution of modern nutrition science and the reliability of
nutrition evidence compared with other disciplines.
History of modern nutrition science
A reasonable birthdate for modern nutrition science is 1932,
when vitamin C was first isolated and proved to cure scurvy.
Other single nutrient deficiencies were identified in the
following decades, including vitamin A and night blindness,
vitamin D and rickets, thiamine and beriberi, niacin and pellagra.
At the same time, the Great Depression and second world war
heightened concern over food shortages. This coincidence of
scientific discovery and geopolitics produced a strong focus on
single nutrient deficits.
By 1980, less than 50 years later, these diseases had been largely
eradicated in wealthier nations through successes in nutrition
science and improvements in farming and food production. As
chronic diseases such as cancer and heart disease began to take
centre stage, the previously successful, reductionist approach
to nutrition science was carried forward1: identify the relevant
nutrient for a disease, establish its target intake, and translate
this as a simple message. Thus, saturated fat and dietary
cholesterol became “the” causes of heart disease and total fat
(and, more recently, total calories) “the” cause of obesity. This
nutrient focus was evident in the 1980 US dietary guidelines:
“avoid too much fat, saturated fat, and cholesterol; eat foods

with adequate starch and fibre; avoid too much sugar; avoid too
much sodium.”2 However, such reductionist thinking,
instrumental in conquering deficiency diseases, was inadequate
to tackle chronic disease.
Fortunately, new research models emerged,3 4 driven by scientific
inquiry and growing public interest in food and nutrition. These
included advanced study designs such as prospective cohorts,
carefully designed metabolic studies, and long term clinical
trials; methods to assess validity and reproducibility of dietary
assessment tools and approaches to reduce bias; complementary
assessment methods such as 24 hour recall, weighed food
records, food frequency questionnaires, and biochemical
indicators; energy adjustment to help account for age, sex, body
size, physical activity, and systematic over-reporting or
under-reporting; use of repeated measures to reduce error and
account for within person variability; new technologies to scale
up use of assessment tools and nutritional biomarkers; and the
study of foods and dietary patterns rather than single nutrients.
The number of relevant studies also increased (fig 1). Ironically,
this growth in quality and quantity provides the foundation for
nutrition science’s most ardent critics, allowing them to show
which past guidelines and priorities were unsound and which
questions remain.
Alongside these improvements in the quality and quantity of
evidence has come a better understanding of how to integrate
results from different study designs when making causal
inferences. Core to this has been elucidation of the relative
strengths and limitations of interventional and observational
studies. Just as observational studies can vary greatly in design
and quality of execution, dietary trials can vary substantially in
whether they evaluate in vitro, animal, or human populations;
short or long term treatment; healthy or diseased individuals;
free living or tightly controlled populations; and single or
multiple surrogates or clinical outcomes.
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Fortunately, these different study designs have complementary
strengths and limitations. Although randomised trials can
eliminate confounding at baseline, interpretation can be
challenged by problems in blinding, compliance, crossover,
ethical constraints, unequal dropout, and practical restraints on
doses, durations, disease stages, and populations that can be
evaluated. Trials must further balance optimal methods, expense,
and statistical power against real world, holistic populations
and interventions, especially when evaluating lifestyle or
environmental factors. Conversely, long term prospective cohort
studies are limited by residual confounding, yet possess
numerous strengths that complement trials’ shortcomings. Thus,
scientists such as Austin Bradford Hill have developed
appropriate criteria to infer causality from prospective cohorts.7

Arguments that science can be advanced only by “pivotal
mega-trials of comprehensive interventions” appear attractive.5 6

But such trials are often unfeasible outside the world of drugs
because of problems with blinding, randomisation,
contamination, attrition, dose, adherence, and energy intake, let
alone cost. Furthermore, to reliably detect effects on chronic
disease, trials must evaluate changes in eating behaviour in
large, compliant, and generalisable populations over long
periods. Thus, the tested interventions are often superseded by
new science by the time the trial is completed.
Several problematic mega-trials of lifestyle factors have been
described.7 8 The Women’s Health Initiative is a sobering
example: a mega-trial of both hormone replacement and a low
fat diet, it cost around $700m (£500m; €570m) and ultimately
confirmed the findings of prospective observational cohorts
(box 1). Such concordance in results between randomised trials
and observational studies often goes unremarked but is not
unusual. Indeed, in most cases, when properly evaluated,
prospective cohort studies and randomised trials of a range of
foods, nutrients, and dietary patterns produce generally
concordant findings (table 2).18-22

Box 1: Women’s Health Initiative trial—concordance with
observational results
One of the most commonly cited examples of why observational studies should
not be trusted comes outside nutrition. Observational studies found lower
rates of heart disease in women taking hormone replacement therapy, but
the Women’s Health Initiative trial found the opposite.
This was widely thought to show insurmountable limitations of observational
research. Yet, additional follow-up in the trial showed benefit in younger women
(who were most representative of the observational cohorts) and not in older
women who had been enrolled to increase statistical power because of their
higher risk of heart disease.9-15

This concordance between observational and interventional findings, which
was also striking for other clinical endpoints (table 1), has been largely
overlooked. Systematic comparisons, including up to 1583 meta-analyses of
228 conditions, find similar close concordance between randomised trials and
observational studies.16 17

Evidence based nutrition is therefore best served by
incorporating all the evidence and evaluating consistency across
multiple types of studies. Diverse types of evidence, considered
together, best support causal inference (box 2).4

Box 2: How different types of study contribute to continuum of
nutritional evidence: example of polyunsaturated fatty acids23-29

Randomised trials
• Confirm changes in blood concentrations of specific omega 3 and omega

6 fatty acids after controlled feeding of foods rich in these fats
• Document effects of such supplementation on physiological risk factors
• Evaluate effects on hard clinical endpoints

Observational cohort studies
• Document relations of estimated omega 3 and omega 6 fatty acid

consumption from the diet and omega 3 and omega 6 fatty acid
biomarkers in the blood with observed dietary habits, clinical risk factors,
and hard clinical endpoints in different, more varied populations

Experimental and preclinical studies
• Elucidate mechanisms and pathways of effects
• Each of these lines of evidence contributes complementary data, and

no single study is by itself necessary or sufficient for achieving overall
actionable evidence

Advances in nutrition science
With each scientific shift—from a focus on single nutrient
deficiencies to overall diets and chronic disease, from simple
approaches to more rigorous methods, and from a few individual
studies to diverse research designs with complementary
findings—has come greater understanding. This includes better
recognition of the diverse, complex biological pathways by
which dietary habits influence health, limiting the value of any
single surrogate outcome,21 and the complex health effects of
different foods and dietary patterns beyond individual nutrients.30

The calorie independent effects of diverse foods on modulators
of long term weight regulation are also emerging—for example,
hunger, satiety, brain reward, metabolic responses, hepatic fat
synthesis, adipocyte function, metabolic expenditure, and the
microbiome—highlighting the importance of food quality rather
than energy balance and calorie counting to prevent obesity.21

The comparative effects of dietary factors are also now being
characterised: we should not ask simply whether a given food
is healthy or harmful, but compared with what?
These advances have brought new questions and uncertainties.
Current controversies include the relevance of saturated fat and
its diverse food sources, including dairy foods; the value of very
low carbohydrate diets; the optimal lowest intake of sodium;
the effects of fish oil or vitamin D supplements; the role of
non-calorific sweeteners; the health effects of starchy foods
such as potatoes and fat sources such as plant oils; and the
relevance of calorie counting versus diet quality for long term
weight control.21 The time lag between the generation of new
knowledge and its implementation creates the appearance of
additional controversy and exacerbates public confusion. This
can be seen, for example, in the continued public and industry
focus on low fat foods, despite new evidence that total fat is
less important than the relative types of fat (saturated,
unsaturated, trans) as well as quality of carbohydrate (eg, starch
and sugar, fibre, glycaemic response, whole grain content).31

Uncertainty exists in all scientific fields
Nutrition science is evolving, but does this mean we should be
sceptical of current conclusions? No: comparison with other
scientific fields suggests that the scope and pace of these
discoveries, evolving priorities, and remaining uncertainties are
not only natural and appropriate, but expected and reassuring.
Take cardiology. Major uncertainties and controversies still
exist in cardiovascular medicine: such as the choices and
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durations of anti-thrombotic therapy after coronary intervention;
the timing and patient selection for transcatheter versus surgical
aortic valve replacement; the treatment of asymptomatic carotid
atherosclerosis; the usefulness of anti-diabetic drugs and glucose
control for reducing heart attacks and death; and the role of and
potential treatments to raise high density lipoprotein cholesterol
levels or lower systemic inflammation. Even for seemingly
straightforward and heavily studied markers of coronary risk
such as lipids, knowledge and recommendations have evolved
substantially over time: uncertainty has actually grown about
optimal screening, risk versus benefit, and patient selection for
statins, one of the most widely studied drugs in the world.
But these uncertainties in cardiovascular medicine do not leave
us sceptical and distrustful of all modern cardiovascular
treatments and recommendations. Instead we are reassured that
cardiovascular science and its application through clinical
practice, public guidance, and policy continue to evolve with
new findings. Similarly, advances in the science and application
of nutrition represent expected, reassuring progress. For both
the patient in our clinic and the population around us, it is
appropriate to act on reasonable conclusions based on the totality
of existing evidence and expected risks versus benefits. As in
all fields, application cannot await flawless evidence or perfect
understanding.

Vested interests
The optimal role for industry in nutrition research remains
unclear.32 33 Given the scale of diet related diseases, funding for
research on foods and nutrients is limited. Total annual federal
spending on nutrition research across all US agencies was about
$1.5bn in 2009,34 whereas industry spends more than $60bn a
year on research into drugs, biotechnology, and medical devices.
Since government and non-profit organisational support for
nutrition research is limited, the food industry has a key role in
funding studies. Concerns have been raised about bias in such
work, with skewing of findings towards industry benefit. For
example, evidence for substantial bias has been identified in
industry sponsored research on health effects of sugar sweetened
beverages35 36 and artificial sweeteners.37 Evidence for bias in
industry sponsored research on other nutritional topics is less
strong, with a non-significant trend towards about 30% higher
likelihood of favourable conclusions.38 This figure is similar to
that found in analyses of industry sponsored studies of drugs or
medical devices.39 Despite the potential for bias, the food
industry’s expertise, reach, and innovation can help address
challenges in food production, formulation, and distribution;
facilitate greater innovation for the public good; and build
capacity.40

The difficulties of food industry involvement in research are
profound and not easily dismissed. Given the scale of nutritional
challenges globally, all parts of the food system, including the
food industry, will need to be part of the solution, whether
through voluntary action or legislation. Any partnership between
research and the food industry must be governed by clear
principles, as have been proposed elsewhere,33 40 and continue
to be developed, such as by the UK Medical Research Council
and the UK Prevention Research Partnership.41 42

Coherent public messaging
Dietary guidelines from government and advocacy organisations
compete with messages from other sources. Almost everyone
seems to have an opinion on food and nutrition. We speculate
this may relate to the deeply personal, palpable, and cultural

aspects of food. We all eat, interacting with our food multiple
times each day over a lifetime, making food and nutrition seem
tangible and accessible. Yet opinion is not always based on
science, and often the loudest, most extreme voices drown out
the well informed.
There is also money to be made. Nutrition books and resources
and the related dieting, supplement, and functional food
industries generate billions of dollars in revenue. In a digital
era, stories need clicks and instant comment, and sensational
headlines promising miracle breakthroughs or “new” findings
that overturn established dogma generate traffic, advertising
revenue, and sales. This confusion is further harnessed by some
sections of the food industry, whose documented tactics may
include promotion of unhealthy products, misleading marketing
campaigns, targeting of children and other susceptible groups,
corporate lobbying, co-opting of organisations and social media
through financial support, and attacks against science and
scientists.43 And, least understood by a bewildered public, the
science itself changes. Together these factors cause great
misinformation.
The optimal solutions for this confusion remain unclear.
Enhancing the quality of dietary guidelines is one important
strategy. The US National Academies recently reviewed the
process for developing US dietary guidelines and recommended
several new approaches to increase transparency and reduce
potential for bias, including in selection of the advisory
committee and appraisal of the evidence.44 45 Recommendations
include establishing separate groups for identifying new research
questions or conducting new systematic reviews, evaluating
and integrating the evidence and developing recommendations,
and translating these into draft policy recommendations.
Standardisation of methods and criteria is also recommended,
although critics argue this may not go far enough to tackle
underlying biases in the research agenda, sources of funding,
and conflicts of interest.46 Nonetheless, these are steps in the
right direction. Academic institutions, which are the main
repositories of the science, must also take a more active role as
a “trusted voice” in direct communication to the public.47 To
keep pace with the rapid advances in nutritional science, future
research should consider and test new approaches to increase
coherent public messaging.

Nutrition science: up to the task
Nutrition science is moving away from focusing on isolated
nutrients, deficiency diseases, calorie counting, and simple
surrogate outcomes and towards foods, chronic diseases, diet
quality, and complex biological mechanisms and pathways.
These advances are founded on methodological progress, gains
in the numbers and types of studies, and better incorporation of
diverse evidence from multiple study designs.
Accurate translation is crucial. Although not unique to
nutritional science, vested interests can influence research
priorities and interpretation of findings. Emerging frameworks
for partnerships between researchers and industry are a positive
step. The competing sources of nutritional messaging represent
a more insidious layer of vested interests. There is an urgent
need for more coherent public messaging, including more robust
processes for transparency and timeliness in the development
of evidence based dietary guidelines.
An upcoming series in The BMJ, launching in June, aims to
provide some much needed clarity. Examining the science and
politics of nutrition and its role in health, the series brings
together experts with diverse perspectives to advance objective
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evidence and rational debate on what we know, and what we
need to learn, in this crucial area of health and healthcare.
Advances in nutritional science enable reasonable conclusions
about dietary priorities for general health: eat minimally
processed, bioactive rich foods (fruits, nuts, seeds, beans,
vegetables, whole grains, plant oils, yogurt, fish) and avoid
ultraprocessed foods rich in refined starch, sugars, and industrial
additives such as trans fat and sodium.21 And, there is much we
still don’t know, setting the stage for further advances in our
understanding of areas such as food preparation and processing,
fatty acid metabolites, flavonoids, gut-brain-metabolic
communication, brown and beige fat, the microbiome, early life
influences, and yet to be discovered pathways and mechanisms.
Modern nutrition science is up to the task.

Key messages
Nutrition science has often been criticised as unreliable but has made
vital contributions to human health
Understanding has advanced from isolated nutrient deficiencies to the
importance of foods and overall dietary patterns in chronic disease
Improvements in complementary research methods have generated
sufficient scientific evidence to formulate key public health guidelines
Management of vested interests is needed to avoid potential bias in
research findings and public messaging of dietary advice
All stakeholders, including the food industry, must be part of a collective
effort to solve the tremendous global challenge of nutrition and health

The BMJ will shortly be publishing a major international series of articles on the
science and politics of nutrition. The series will launch at a two day interactive
conference in Zurich in June, cohosted by The BMJ and the global insurance group
Swiss-Re. See http://institute.swissre.com/events/food_for_thought_bmj.html .
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Tables

Table 1| Comparison of results from randomised controlled trials and prospective observational studies in hormone replacement therapy

Relative risk (95% CI) of outcomeOutcome

Observational cohortsRandomised trials

0.63 (0.56 to 0.70) 10 <10 years since menopause 0.70 (0.52 to 0.95); ≥10 years 1.06 (0.95 to 1.18)9Total mortality

0.62 (0.40 to 0.90)*11<10 years since menopause 0.52 (0.29 to 0.96); ≥10 years 1.07 (0.96 to 1.20)9Heart disease

1.12 (1.01 to 1.23) 111.24 (1.10 to 1.41) 9Stroke

1.63 (1.40 to 1.90) 121.92 (1.36 to 2.69) 9Venous thromboembolism

1.40 (1.20 to 1.63) 141.26 (1.02 to 1.59) 13Breast cancer

0.66 (0.59 to 0.74) 110.63 (0.43 to 0.92) 13Colorectal cancer

0.64 (0.32 to 1.04) 110.72 (0.53 to 0.98) 15Hip fracture

* Coronary heart disease mortality (the reported meta-analysis of total heart disease included randomised trials).
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Table 2| Comparison of quality of evidence from different study designs for cardiometabolic health effects of increased consumption of
selected foods, nutrients, and dietary patterns*

Randomised trials of
clinical endpoints

Prospective cohort studies of
clinical endpoints

Randomised trials of risk
factors†

Ecological studies of
clinical endpoints

Foods and beverages

–++++ Benefit++ Benefit++++ BenefitFruits

–++++ Benefit++ Benefit++++ BenefitVegetables

–++++ Benefit++ Benefit–Whole grains

–+++ Benefit++ Benefit–Beans/legumes

+ Benefit++++ Benefit++ Benefit++++ BenefitFish

++ Benefit++++ Benefit+++ Benefit–Nuts

–++++Harm–+++HarmProcessed meats

–++No effect ‡–+++HarmUnprocessed red meats

–++No effect++No effect–Eggs

–+++ Benefit++ Benefit–Dairy

–++Harm+++Harm++HarmSugar sweetened beverages

–++++ Benefit+++ Benefit+++ BenefitAlcohol

Nutrients

+Harm++Harm++++Harm++++HarmSodium

+ Benefit+++ Benefit+++ Benefit–Potassium

++++No effect+++ Benefit+ Benefit–Antioxidant vitamins

++No effect+++No effect+ Benefit–Calcium

+No effect++++ Benefit++++ Benefit++++ BenefitDietary fibre

–++++Harm++Harm++HarmRefined carbohydrates/starches

+++No effect+++No effect++No effect+++HarmTotal fat

–++++Harm++++Harm+++HarmTrans fat

Polyunsaturated fat in place of:

++ Benefit++++ Benefit++++ Benefit+++ Benefitsaturated fat

–++ Benefit++++ Benefit++ Benefitcarbohydrate

Monounsaturated fat in place of

–+No effect / benefit++++ Benefit++ BenefitSaturated fat

++ Benefit++ Benefit++++ Benefit++ BenefitCarbohydrate

Saturated fat in place of: §

+No effect++++No effect++++Harm/ No effect /§+++HarmCarbohydrate

++ Benefit++++ Benefit †++++ Benefit+++ BenefitSeafood omega 3 fatty acids

+No effect++ Benefit †++ Benefit++ BenefitPlant omega 3 fatty acids

–+Harm+++Harm+++HarmDietary cholesterol

Dietary patterns

+ Benefit++++ Benefit++++ Benefit–DASH

+++ Benefit++++ Benefit++++ Benefit++++ BenefitMediterranean

–++ Benefit+ Benefit+ BenefitVegetarian

–++ Benefit–++++ BenefitJapanese

–Too few studies performed to provide meaningful evidence; + Conflicting or limited supporting evidence; ++ Some evidence from a relatively limited number of
studies, although with relevant shortcomings (eg, insufficient numbers of studies, limited types of populations, inadequate sample sizes, or insufficient follow-up)
or relevant evidence to the contrary which raises important questions; +++ Fairly consistent evidence from several well conducted studies, but with some perceived
shortcomings in the available evidence or some evidence to the contrary which precludes a more definite judgment; ++++Consistent evidence from multiple well
conducted studies, with little or no evidence to the contrary.
* Each of these types of study designs provide complementary evidence for assessing strength, plausibility, and causality of diet-disease relations–—see text for details.

The entries in this table are based on the strongest evidence for effects on any single major cardiometabolic endpoint, including coronary heart disease, stroke, or
diabetes. Table adapted, with new updates, from Mozaffarian et al.18

† Based on the strongest evidence for effects on any single major risk factor, including blood pressure, blood lipids, plasma glucose or insulin resistance, heart rate, or
systemic inflammation.
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Table 2 (continued)

Randomised trials of
clinical endpoints

Prospective cohort studies of
clinical endpoints

Randomised trials of risk
factors†

Ecological studies of
clinical endpoints

‡ Relatively little effect for heart disease and stroke; modestly higher risk for diabetes.
§ Lowering of LDL cholesterol, but also lowering of HD cholesterol and no change in the total cholesterol:HDL cholesterol ratio.
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Figure

Fig 1 Numbers of publications retrieved by PubMed searches using the terms diet and cardiovascular, diabetes, or obesity
by year
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